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Abstract 
In a recent work, the effect of surface states following a change of the Fermi level with a characteristic relaxation 
time Wrelax on transient effective charge carrier lifetime measurements has been described. The working condition for 
solar cells, however, is a steady-state low-injection at the passivated surface. In the work presented here, the effect of 
such surface states in steady-state low-injection conditions is discussed and the considerations are compared with 
quasi-steady-state lifetime measurements on a sample exhibiting such surface states. Careful comparison of transient 
and quasi-steady-state lifetime measurements leads to an evaluation of the characteristic relaxation time of the surface 
traps. 
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1. Introduction 
Surface states can exhibit a poor electrochemical contact to the silicon bulk, especially if the states are 
not located directly at the interface between the silicon substrate and the passivation layer, but inside the 
near passivation layer. The occupation of such states, therefore, will not follow a change in the Fermi 
level at the silicon surface instantly, but will rather be delayed with a characteristic relaxation time Wrelax. 
For silicon dioxide, these characteristic relaxation times were determined by C-V-measurements and can 
range from 10-8 to 10-2 s [1]. States for which this relaxation time exceeds the effective charge carrier 
lifetime of a passivated silicon sample (Wrelax > Weff) shall be referred to as ‘slow states’ in this work. It is 
obvious that for the slow states, no thermodynamic equilibrium is given during a transient decay of 
charge carriers. If the density of such states influences the charge equilibrium significantly at the surface, 
an effect on the surface recombination velocity Seff can be detected. As presented in [2]; the capture cross 
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sections VT of slow surface states can be evaluated from transient effective charge carrier lifetime 
measurements using different excitation light intensities. This effect is detected for very different surface 
passivation layers used for crystalline silicon photovoltaic devices (amorphous silicon, amorphous silicon 
carbide, silicon oxynitride/silicon nitride stack, silicon dioxide and aluminum oxide[2]), therefore it 
seems valuable to reach a better understanding of slow surface states in the steady-state low-injection 
condition, which is the operating state of a solar cell. More precisely, the question of how the actual 
surface recombination velocity in the solar cell can be evaluated from a quasi-steady-state 
photoconductance (QSSPC) measurement has to be discussed. In the equilibrium state of charge trapping 
and releasing, the relaxation time Wrelax of the slow surface states will be an important value besides the 
capture cross section VT. We will show in the present work for one exemplary sample, how careful 
comparison of transient and generalized photoconductance measurements can lead to an estimation for 
Wrelax.  
2. Effect of Slow Surface States on Transient Photoconductance Measurements 
2.1. Effective Lifetime Measurements 
The experimental determination of the surface recombination velocity is usually done by measuring 
the decay of a photo-induced charge carrier injection. The excitation is typically done by a flash light and 
the decay is characterized by the effective charge carrier lifetime 
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with the excess charge carrier injection 'n and the total recombination rate in the sample U. 
The state-of-the-art for determining Weff of a passivated silicon wafer is a photoconductance 
measurement [3], which measures 'n via the excess conductivity of the sample with an inductive coil 
after excitation with a flash light. The recombination rate U is determined in quasi-static conditions (i), 
from transient decay (ii) or in generalized mode (iii) [3] 
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G denotes the generation rate in the sample derived from a simultaneous light-intensity measurement 
and the optical performance of the sample, characterized by the optical absorption factor fabs. The optical 
performance, however, is not easily accessible, thus the use of transient measurements requiring no 
additional knowledge about the sample is very attractive. As it is limited by the characteristic flash-light-
decay time, this is only possible for higher carrier lifetimes (approximately > 150 Ps). On the other hand, 
the quasistatic measurement is only suitable for low Weff values. In this work we will refer to transient and 
generalized measurements with different excitation light intensities provided by the use of grey filters and 
different distances of the flash light from the sample. 
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2.2. Influence of Slow Surface States on Transient Effective Lifetime Measurements 
As has been shown in [2], deviations of transient Weff measurements with different light intensities 
could occur, which are well explained by the influence of slow surface states. This explanation shall be 
shortly repeated here to assure a better understanding of the new considerations described in the next 
section. 
To simplify the trapping effect, only one kind of trap state at the passivated silicon surface has been 
assumed. This defect center shall act in two charge states, one neutral and one charged (for the sake of 
keeping formulas simple, we will here refer to positively charged traps; the case of negative charges could 
be described analogously with a contrary effect on the surface recombination). The total number of these 
interface traps per unit area Ttot will be constant, while the charge state could change over the 
measurement time: 
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As Wrelax > Weff is assumed, the defects that receive a charge will in good approximation stay charged 
until the end of a transient measurement.  
The probability of capturing a charge carrier that reaches the surface can be expressed as a cross 
section VT. The transition rate from the neutral to the charged state is then expressed as follows: 
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where 'psurf(t) denotes the time-dependent excess hole density at the surface per volume and Qth is the 
thermal velocity. This equation can easily be integrated to: 
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with the time-integrated excess charge carrier amount reaching the surface: 
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We will set t0 = 0, the time of thermal equilibrium before the measurement. Per definition, 'psurf(0) = 0 
and we will write: 
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The approximation will be justified, if 'p(t) includes times with high charge carrier injection, as the 
integral will be dominated by the high injection time and for the nearly flatband condition in this time the 
difference between bulk and surface injection will be negligible.  
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Furthermore, we will fix T+(t=0) = 0 (respectively T0(0) = Ttot) and regard the charged traps in 
equilibrium as part of Qfix. If the trapped charges T+(t) reach an order of magnitude which significantly 
influences the already present charges, they will shift the charge equilibrium and therefore influence 
Seff(Qfix). As Weff is directly related to Seff(Qfix), it will additionally be influenced. The resulting complex 
dependence Weff(Qfix) can be approximated for small deviations T+ in linear order: 
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Finally, a dependence Weff(3) is to be expected in the case of slow surface states. It is obvious that 3 
will be mainly influenced by the used light intensity of a Weff measurement and by the length of the 
exciting light pulse. 
2.3. Influence of Slow Surface States on Generalized Effective Lifetime Measurements 
In the case of generalized Weff measurements, the prolonged decay time of the flash light will stretch the 
excess charge carrier decay. The former assumption that Wrelax is longer than the measurement time may 
not be justified and a discharging of the surface states cannot be excluded. For the general case, the 
differential equation (4) has to be extended by a relaxation term: 
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and therefore an analytic integration independent from the characteristic surface excess charge carrier 
injection 'psurf(t) is not possible. The solution for a change of a charged-state density T+(t0) in a steady-
state condition ('psurf = const) can, however, be given analytically in the following way: 
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So with a characteristic stabilization time Wstab 
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the charge density will converge to its steady state value  
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It could be concluded that if the change of 'psurf is slow against Wstab, which means if: 
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the surface states are in a quasi-steady-state condition. 
Further, the steady-state effective charge carrier lifetime Wss could be calculated if Wrelax is known and 
the parameters Weff(Qfix), Ttot×dWeff/dQ and VT are evaluated from fits on the deviations of transient 
measurements as described in [2]: 
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3. Experimental 
3.1. Comparison of transient and generalized measurements 
To validate the derived equations, a boron-doped silicon wafer (U = 1 :cm) passivated with an 
intrinsic PECVD silicon carbide layer as described in [4] was measured in transient mode with varying 
light intensities as described in [2] and in generalized mode with varying light intensities. The chosen 
sample features a very stable measuring behavior by means of a stable effective lifetime over a large 
number of measurements and stable Weff('n) curves down to low injections. This means that a 
consideration over a broad injection region was possible. The optical absorption factor fabs has been 
independently determined from a spectral resolved reflectivity measurement and the evaluation of 
absorption in the passivation layer from spectral ellipsometry. 
Figure 1 shows some of the generalized and transient effective lifetime measurements. It can be seen 
that deviations between the transient measurements with different light intensities as presented in [2] 
occur. Interesting is the run of the generalized measurement curves. On closer inspection, a deviation of 
the curves with different light intensities is observable for higher injection densities ('n > 1E15 cm-3) as 
can be seen in the zoomed inserted diagram. For lower injection densities, the curves converge to one, in 
contrast to the transiently measured curves. It could be observed additionally that the generalized curves 
cross the transient curves. This means that they start in good agreement with the higher transient curves 
(with fully charged traps) and approach the lower transient curves (with few charged traps) for lower 
injections.  
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Figure 1: Transient and generalized effective lifetime measurements of a silicon-carbide-passivated 
silicon wafer (boron doped, U = 1 :cm).  
 
Figure 2 shows the dependence of the effective lifetime values at fixed charge carrier injections from 
the time-integrated excess charge carrier amount reaching the surface up to the measurement 3 at the 
considered injection. First it can be seen for the highest injection that the evaluated fabs seems to fit quite 
well, as also the 3 dependence of the different measurements overlap in good accordance. This has to be 
expected, as eq. ( 10 ) converges to eq. ( 5 ) for high charge carrier injections ('psurf >> (WrelaxVTQth)-1)). 
For the lower injection densities, a significant shift of the generalized measurements compared to the 
transient measurements occurs. Additionally, for higher values the 3 dependence of the generalized 
measurements seems to disappear, which could indicate that a steady-state condition for the surface states 
is already given in this region. For very low injection densities (e.g. 'n = 7E13 cm-3, right graph), the 
generalized measurements become independent from the different light intensities and the level 
approaches the axis intercept of the exponential dependence of the transient measurement, which equates 
to Weff(Qfix) (see eq.( 8 )).  
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Figure 2: The dependence of the measured effective lifetime Weff for different injection densities ('n = 3E15cm-3, 'n = 6E14cm-3 
and 'n = 7E13cm-3) from the time-integrated excess charge carrier amount reaching the surface 3 
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3.2. Evaluation of the relaxation time Wrelax 
As already mentioned, the 3 independence of the generalized measured effective lifetimes for lower 
injections could indicate that a steady-state condition for the slow surface traps is already reached. 
Therefore, we will take this assumption to evaluate Wrelax via eq.( 15 ) and afterwards it can be checked if 
the resulting stabilization time is smaller than a typical charge carrier decay in the generalized 
measurement. The missing parameters VT, Weff(Qfix) and Ttot×dWeff/dQ(Qfix) can be evaluated from a fit on 
the exponential 3 dependences of the transiently measured effective lifetime curves as already presented 
in [2]. This means a multiple fit procedure of Weff(3) dependencies for different injection levels with 
eq.( 8 ) fitting Weff(Qfix) and Ttot×dWeff/dQ(Qfix) for each injection density and one injection-independent VT 
for all curves. The results are plotted in Figure 3. As the parameters Weff(Qfix) and Ttot×dWeff/dQ(Qfix) are 
evaluated injection-dependent and Wrelax, in contrast, has to be independent of injection in the given simple 
model, it will be a test of self-consistence to compare the calculated Wrelax values for different injection 
levels. A further approximation, which has to be made as the actual surface potential is unknown, is that 
the bulk excess charge carrier density 'n is set equal to the surface excess charge carrier density 'psurf: 
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which has to be considered to be critical, especially for low charge carrier densities. 
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Figure 3: Multiple exponential fit using eq. ( 8 ) on the transiently 
measured effective lifetimes Weff at different 'n (see left graph) 
with injection-independent VT and injection-dependent Wtot and A 
(right graph). 
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In Figure 4 the calculated relaxation times Wrelax and stabilization times Wstab are plotted for different 
injection densities and compared to the mean charge carrier decay times of the different generalized 
measurements. It could be seen that between 'n = 5E14 cm-3 and 'n = 1E15 cm-3, a nearly constant level 
for Wrelax results, which supports that the steady-state assumption for the slow surface states seems to be 
justified. The comparison of Wstab and Wdecay, in contrast, shows that a real steady-state condition is not 
achieved, as the stabilization time is slightly longer than the mean decay time. Between 'n = 5E14 cm-3 
and 'n = 1E15 cm-3, however, the deviation becomes relatively small and the error made by the steady-
state assumption might become negligible. Taking the average of Wrelax for 'n = 5E14 cm-3 to 
'n = 1E15 cm-3 will give a good estimation for the relaxation time of the slow surface states and results in 
Wrelax = (7.0 ± 1) ms. For the higher injection densities ('n > 1E15 cm-3), J approaches 1 and therefore the 
determination of Wrelax becomes afflicted by a high dispersion. In the low injection region 
('n < 3E14 cm-3), Japproaches zero and thus the difference Weff(Qfix)-Wss becomes very small and the 
uncertainty of Wss with a main contribution of the uncertainty of the fabs evaluation can influence the 
calculation. Further, Weff(Qfix) will be slightly overestimated by the fit procedure as too few experimental 
values near zero exist. A negative Wrelax therefore occurs often for low injection densities. 
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Figure 4: Calculated relaxation times Wrel from eq. ( 15 ) using the results of the multiple fit (see Figure 3) and the generalized Weff 
values as steady-state effective lifetime Wss. With Wrelax the stabilization times Wstab have been calculated from eq. ( 12 ) and are 
compared to the mean charge carrier decay time Wdecay. 
 
4. Summary and Conclusion 
The influence of slow surface states has to be taken into account for an exact analysis not only of 
transient but also of generalized photoconductance measurements. As could be shown for one exemplary 
sample, the effect of relaxation of the charged slow surface states could not be neglected for the exact 
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interpretation of generalized measurements. Simple calculations, including a relaxation term in the 
dynamics of the slow surface states, lead to a qualitatively valuable description of the measured 
dependencies of the effective lifetime measurements. With the assumption that the surface states are in a 
steady-state condition for a part of the generalized measured effective lifetime curve, an evaluation of the 
characteristic relaxation time is possible with the result of Wrelax = (7.0 ± 1) ms, in addition to the 
evaluation of the characteristic capture cross section VT = (4.2 ± 1)×10-20 cm2. The effect of slow surface 
states might be minor for describing an operating solar cell as the effect on the surface recombination 
velocity is small, but it can significantly influence a Seff('n) characteristic and thus has to be considered 
to be able to simulate Seff('n) with the aim of determining the interface state density Dit or the fixed 
charge density Qfix.  
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